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It is not about gambling in the 
Monte Carlo Casino in Monaco on 
the French Riviera! 
 
It is about sampling random 
numbers from different 
probability distributions and 
solving problems by simulations.  
The first digital 
computers had 
real bugs inside … 
http://www.r-project.org/ 
X is a uniform random variable on (0,30): 











 1/6 = 0.1666667 
Math Symbol R Command 
> x=runif(1e6,min=0,max=30) Sample of size 1 
million from U(0,30) 
The R command computes the 
relative frequency of the event (x<=5) 
> v=x<=5 
> v[1:5] 
[1]  TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
> x[1:5] 
[1]  1.286856 29.331783 17.881172  
7.184385  5.891172 
The Arithmetic Average or the Sample Mean: 






Any time arithmetic is done 
Example: 
Example: 
> mean(x>=10  & x<=20) 
[1] 0.332992 
Use the Logical AND 
(&) 
You have a date at the Cinema. The arrival time, with respect to 8:00 pm, 
for each of you, is uniformly distributed between 0 and 30 minutes.  
Whoever arrives first will wait for 7 minutes only and then leave.  
Estimate the probability that on that night you will actually meet. 
 
How do you represent mathematically that the 
distance between the two arrival times is at most 7? 
You have a date at the Cinema. The arrival time, with respect to 8:00 pm, 
for each of you, is uniformly distributed between 0 and 30 minutes.  
Whoever arrives first will wait for 7 minutes only and then leave.  
Estimate the probability that on that night you will actually meet. 
 
How do you represent mathematically that the 
distance between the two arrival times is at most 7? 
We seek the probability that the distance 
between the two arrival times is at most 7 
Here is the simulation solution: 
We seek the probability that the distance 
between the two arrival times is at most 7 
Here is the simulation solution: 
Simulate two samples of size 1 million from U(0,30): 
M EET I N G A DAT E AT T H E CI N EM A : A N A LY T I CA L SOLU T I ON
We seek the probability that t he dist ance between the two arrival t imes is less than 7:
P (|X − Y| < 7) = ? for X , Y ∼ U(0, 30)
To bet ter appreciate the one-line simulat ion est imate using R, let us find the exact
theoret ical answer by using the standard analyt ical methods of probability. This is a two-
dimensional probability problem for the two random variables, X and Y , which form the
sample space of the problem [0, 30] × [0, 30], 30-by-30 square. The condit ions |X − Y | < 7,
X , Y ∈ [0, 30] that specify a meet ing if sat isfied, can be represented geometrically by
the shaded region AB CD EF , inside the square. Since X and Y are independent , the
probability to fall into the shaded region is the fract ion of its area from the total area of
the 30-by-30 square. The area of the shaded region is the area of the quadrilateral GCH F
minus the sum of the areas of the two t riangles AB G and ED H . See Figure 1 below.
Since the two t riangles have the same areas and the area of the quadrilateral is the length
of the side FG (14) t imes the length of the alt itude to this side (30), we get :
Area(AB CDEF ) = Area(GCH F ) − 2Area( AB G) = 14(30) − 2(49)/ 2 = 371
Finally, the exact answer for the required probability is




which is in a very good agreement with the answer est imated by simulat ion: 0.4124


































at random  
Hit = a dart inside 
the shaded area 
Miss = a dart outside 
the shaded area 
Probability of a Hit =  
Probability of a Hit  
Goal: Estimate the probability of a hit 
by simulating N darts thrown at the unit 
square and counting the number of hits:  
Think of probability of a hit as the relative 
frequency of hits in the long run, so this 
estimate gets better as N gets larger.  






Hit-or-Miss Simulation for estimating the integral: 
A = target 
area = unit 








Exact Answer: 0.807511 Hit if y<=exp(-x^3) is TRUE 
Using Hit-or-Miss Monte Carlo Simulations in R, estimate: 
Account for the negative area and choose the appropriate 
target area. For reference, the exact answer is 1.41815 
Plotting in R: curve(sin(x)/x,0,2*pi) 
Applications:  
•  Physics 
•  Biology 
•  Finance 
•  Gambling 
The space increment per unit time as a random variable: 
Discrete Stochastic Process 
Simple Random Walk: 






x=2*(runif(200)<0.5)-1    vector of size 200 having only 
 
+1’s and -1’s for the simulated independent moves. This is a sample of size 200 
from the distribution of the random var. X. 
Correct relative frequency for x=1: mean(x==1) = 0.51 
Cumsum(v) 
c(0,x) Vector of size 201 with 0 added in front of the vector x 
Vector of size = size(v) 
Explanation of R commands 
plot(0:n,Y,type='l',main=‘Title’) 
Y must be a vector of size n+1 of the corresponding y coordinates 
X=0:n is the vector (0,1,2,…,n) of the x coordinates 
The optional type='l' argument connects the points by a line 

  
Hints: Estimate the probability by simulation. Define an R function f(M,N,p) that simulates 
a single game and returns Player M’s ultimate win (either 0 or 3). Here M represents the 
initial money Player M has, M=1, N is the initial money player N has, N=2, and p is the 
probability Player M wins a single play, p=2/3. Use a while loop inside your function to 
simulate a game until one or the other goes bankrupt and accumulate (randomly) the 
money Player M has each play until the game ends. Use the replicate(N,f()) command, 
which calls the function f() N times and returns a sample of size N with values of f(), which 
represent the sampling distribution of the money Player M has in the end. Finally, taking 
mean(sample==M+N) gives the fraction of times Player M ends the game with all money, 
that is, wins the game and this is an estimate for the probability that Player M wins:   
sample=replicate(1e4,f(M,N,p)) 
mean(sample==M+N) 
Player M has $1, and Player N has $2. Each play gives one of the 
players $1 from the other. Player M is better than Player N that he 
wins 2/3 of the plays. They play until one is bankrupt.  
What is the probability that Player M wins the game? 
For your reference, the exact answer is 4/7=0.5714 
For questions, feel free to email me: 
bkostadinov@citytech.cuny.edu  




Total area under 
the density curve 
is normalized to 1 
Simulate a sample from 
the Normal Distribution 
> curve(dnorm,from=-5,to=5,main='Normal Density 
Curve') 
Plot 
Example: 
> mean(x<=0) 
[1] 0.500032 
